50th Anniversary Right to Learn Campaign Donors (as of 6/26/24)

$500,000+

The Grossman Family
Morgan Stanley
Staci Pollack and Matt Berke

$250,000 - $499,999

Dori and Brian Friedman

$100,000 - $249,999

Bezos Family Foundation
Tanya and William Briendel
Bud Frankel Foundation
Matt Darnall and Kathleen Kiernan
Lucy Fato
Kimberley Harris and Matthew Miller
Sara Hazelwood and Raul Yanes
Mr. and Mrs. Colm Kelleher
Latham and Watkins LLP
Carol and Gene Ludwig Family Foundation
Jon Oram and Lisa Rubin
Ellen and Jonathan Polkes
Ashish and Sapna Shah
The Wasserman Foundation
Veronica Wissel and Mike Von Wiebner

$75,000 - $99,999
Frances E. Bivens
The Hall Family
The Trobman Family Charitable Trust

$50,000 - $74,999
Carmita Alonso and Edward Estrada

$25,000 - $49,999
Anonymous (2)
Raja and Whitney Chatterjee
Wendy and John Cozzi
Mark Eichorn
Susie Huang
Robert and Sydney Kindler Foundation
Jamie Levitt
Maura Monaghan and Christopher Morris
John Moore
Betsey and Ted Pick
Shrutee Raina and Anshul Sehgal
Robert Rooney
Daniel Simkowitz and Mari Nakachi
Alan Thomas
Rajesh Venkataramani

$10,000 - $24,999

Anonymous (2)
Renay and Paul Becker
Mandell and Alison Crawley
The Davis Simpson Family
Bob Hughes
Yuliya Kuklina and Steven Reich
James and Sarah Murray
Matthew Verrochi
Brian S. Weinstein

$5,000 - $9,999

Anonymous (4)
Leslie Bazos
Shari and Jeff Brodsky
Phil Davies
Robert B. Fiske, Jr.
Jay Hallik
Ben and Annie Huneke
Jacqueline LiCalzi and Jill Schlesinger
Katherine Locker Scharlatt and Nick Scharlatt
Vincent J. Lumia
Josh Malkin
The Mangan Family
Lisa and Jon Pruzan
Victoria Reese and Greg Kennedy
Jason Stipanov and Amy Tisler
Kim Sweet and Paul Radvany
Colin Teichholtz and Stella Um
Linda Yassky and Georges Nahitchevansky

**Under $5,000**

AFC Junior Board Fund
Anonymous (4)
Harriet Chan King
John and Betsy Contant
Ekene Ezulike
John Faulkner
Robin L. French
Caroline J. Heller
Lara Marcon Kodali
John and Christy Mack
Rob and Francesca Odell
Jil Schaps
Matthew Schermerhorn and Andy Rice
Liz and Bala Subramanian
John and Sarah Vincent

**Jane Ruth Stern Fund**

*(More than $211,000 to date)*

Anonymous (7)
Anne and Jacob Bartel
Benjamin J. Bartel
Isobel and Bill Bartel
Madeline Bartel
Sam Bartel
Susan Cahn
Virginia H. Cantarella
Carole Crewdson
Delia Cunningham
Lee Cunningham and Jay Russell
Graham/Illian Family
Bill and Valerie Kircher
Gloria S. Neuwirth
Phil and Nicole Nobel
The Sanford Nobel Family
Michael and Lauren Prior
Sandra Pierson Prior
Sarah Prior
Richard and Sally Sheinberg
The Shonbrun/Cantarella Family
Lorie Slutsky through the Moskowitz Fund of NYCT
Alison C. Smith
Joel and Rosemary Smith
Sam and Ellen Sporn
Emily Stern and Scott Cunningham
Gillian Stern
Sally Jane Stern
Thomas and Genie Stern
Rayla, Sarah, Miriam and Micah Temin, and Jon Rothenberg
Lucien Whitman
Laura Wolff
Text-to-Pledge Gifts

($31,410.00 to date)